Webinar: Reimagining Legal Technology - Reimagining the Future of the Profession (A Virtual Summer Event Series)

Time: 3:00pm

This session will explore the expansion of legal technology over the last decade, the ways the global pandemic has accelerated both the proliferation and adoption of new technology, how the role of lawyers across systems could change, how legal tech should integrate with consumer legal services and court systems and how law schools should be responding to ensure lawyers of the future are well-prepared to navigate these challenges and emerge as leaders in a new landscape.

Registration

Guest Experts:
Jason Barnwell, Microsoft Corporate, External and Legal Affairs, Modern Legal Team
David Cunningham, Chief Information Officer, Winston & Strawn
The Honorable Bridget Mary McCormack, Chief Justice, Michigan Supreme Court
Gary Sangha L'03, Founder & CEO, LexCheck

Moderators:
Joe Borstein L'05, Managing Director, EY
Sonari Chidi L'22, Rising 2L, Penn Law School
Priya Lele, Legal Operations Lead, Herbert Smith Freehills, Co-Founder, "She Breaks the Law"

This program has been approved for 1.5 substantive CLE credits for Pennsylvania lawyers. CLE credit may be available in other jurisdictions as well. Attendees seeking CLE credit should make a payment via the online registration link in the amount of $40.00 ($20.00 public interest/non-profit attorneys).

Registration

Penn Law’s new Future of the Profession Initiative ("FPI") aims to lead interdisciplinary and forward-focused conversation about the dynamic forces at play throughout the profession. Certainly this year has accelerated many of those changes and offers the opportunity to infuse new experience into this rapidly shifting conversation. This summer, FPI will host "Reimagining the Profession," a three-session series of virtual events. Each event will focus on a particular area of the legal profession and will explore how the current landscape is impacting that area—both during this volatile time and beyond.

For more information: Future of the Legal Profession